
DATE LOCATION TASK PROBLEMS/CONSTRAIN
TS 

OUTCOMES 

29/01/18 College Log all the 
shots 

- Transferring certain clips 
from iMovie across to 
Final Cut Pro 

- Logged all the shots 
- Some shots put in 
order in Final Cut 
Pro 

30/01/18 College Put all the 
shots in 
order in 
Final Cut Pro 

- Learning how to cut 
down clips 
- Using the blade tool 
properly 
 

- Most of the shots in 
order in Final Cut 
Pro 
- Know how to 
shorten clips and use 
blade tool 

01/02/18 College Add 
voiceover 
clips to Final 
Cut 
Tidy up clips 

- Had to split the voiceover 
in parts 
- Had to add phone filter to 
voiceover 

- All voiceover clips 
in place 
- Filters added 
- Editing almost 
finished 

05/02/18 College Added 
noises in 
bathroom 
scene 
Added 
noises in 
kitchen 
Shortened 
some clips 

- Finding the appropriate 
sound for 
bathroom/kitchen scenes 
 

- Completed 
everything in tasks 
box 

06/02/18 College Tidying up 
clips 
Sound 
effects 
Planning 
title 

- Converting the 
soundtrack audio from a 
YouTube video to MP3 
- Learning how to fade 
sound effects 
- Finding extra clip to fill 
gap in narrative 

- Added soundtrack 
- Fixed sound effects 
- Filled gaps in 
editing 
- Made space for title 

07/02/20
18 

College  Add colour 
effect and 
border to all 
clips  

-Some problems with 
border e.g. actor’s face was 
cut out in one shot or the 
shot underneath that shot 
is visible. 
-Some small adjustments 
needed to be made after 
colour was added  

-Added colour effect 
and border to all 
clips 
- Fixed some 
problem with border 
by adjusting the 
offset of some clips, 
may need more work 
next lesson  



- Some small 
adjustments may 
need to be added to 
colour next lesson   

08/02/20
18 

College Made small 
adjustments 
to colour 
effects 
Added 
credits 
Chose 
replacement 
clip for 
colour 
match 

- One clip didn’t match 
colour 
- Adjust audio on the 
kitchen clip 

Completed the film 
project 

 


